INTRODUCTION
Besides its perhaps more classical role in number theory and related topics, as it can be seen in the reference to Hall in [PT2] , the arithmetic sum (difference) [PT2, Ch. 7] .
Roughly speaking, the arithmetic sum of Cantor sets appear naturally in dynamics, when we analyse the set of intersections (often the set of tangencies) of invariant foliations, say one-dimensional stable and unstable foliations, and how this set varies with a parameter. If such foliations are associated to the same invariant hyperbolic set and their leaves are tangent along a transversal line, we are lead to analyse the sum of the two Cantor sets thus obtained, to study the bifurcations that appear when varying the diffeomorphism. They include, in the dissipative case, infinitely many simultaneous sinks, strange attractors, and cascades of period doubling bifurcations (see [PT2] [PT2] . In this last situation, in the context of homoclinic bifurcations, we have a total prevalence of hyperbolicity for the nearby diffeomorphisms [PTl] , whereas in the latter it is shown with techniques quite different from the ones exhibited here, that this is definitively not the case [PY] .
Finally, we have been conjecturing for more than a decade that the result in the present paper should be true for generic, or even an open and dense subset of pairs of regular Cantor sets and also for affine Cantor sets in general [P] . The (5) 
THE ENERGY ESTIMATES
We now consider K', K" as in the theorem. We let K = K' x K" C R2, cp' e ~(K'), cp" E ~(~"). Let i (resp. j) be such that x' e (resp.
x" E By the minimality of Q, the interval of center x' (resp.
x" ) and radius r must intersect (I' ) (resp. (I" ) ) for some k ~ z j). Then, we get from (3) that:
If J', J" are the cylinders associated to Q', Q", we obtain (using (5) Proof. -Write J = J' x J", Q', Q" for the boxes of J', J"; let cp' e 4l(K), cp" E ~(K") be such that Q' = cp'(I'), Q" = w"(I"), J' = cp' ( Ki ), J" = cp" ( K1 ), for some twins of K', K". we can apply Lemma 9, using (19) and (28) Let B(i + 2, J, k) be the set of £ E Z such that:
Then we have by (32) and the remark preceding it:
As trivially ~ ~r ( i + 1, ~T, l~ ) , we conclude that:
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PERTURBATIONS
We choose once and for all a C~ function 17 on R which satisfies:
Let Q' be a box of ~r'(2), 1 i 2N; by (6) we have:
The following properties hold:
For t e ~-1/2, ~-1/2~, define a map by:
We require that so that, by (41) Consider now the subset E ( J, x) of C(2i -1) formed by the T2i-1 such that, for 1 ~ w2i-2, the coordinate tk of T2i-1 corresponding to ~Ib elongs to E ( ~T, x, l~ ) . As these coordinates are distinct, we obtain:
We now take the union E of the sets E ( J, x ) , where J runs over 2), and x is any point of the form Z in M(2i, £) for some .~ E B(2i, J), some J E 2). The number of these sets is at most c1403B2-D2i-2 (Lemma 5, and (8) Mk (where tk is the coordinate of T2i-1 corresponding to J'k). This means that 1603B22i03BBtk E M(2i + 2, n) for some n E B(2i+2, Jk); as ( C 03B22i+2, x-1603B22i03BBtk E M(2i + 2, n).
By the induction hypothesis ( ~ ( i ) ), there exists z = ( z' , z" ) E ~I~ such that: which can be rewritten as:
Finally, from (38) , (42), (45) and D, but not on ~). Vb!.14,n° 4-1997. 
